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Here – attached is the Judge’s statement to the press, July 23, 2020: “This bar
fight, fueled by a considerable amount of alcohol, should not be confused by anything, as it is considered a hate crime. Witnesses have testified to the drunkenness
of the bully, and the victim, now deceased, can only testify by the condition of his
body. As the state no longer provides juris-prudence on these poverty induced
crimes they are now turned over to programmed case handling.”
The following is a review of this procedure to administer justice – an assessment – as laid out with analysis of the pattern recognition software, medical diagnosis, forensic discoveries, included with delivery protocols for administrating
drugs inducing consciousness awareness provided by Medi-Mimic™, and with testimony by Mrs. Amelia Hasp – technician. This report is copied and submitted to
the State Recorder’s Office, also the World Court RE: Crimes against Humanity.
Transcript of Ms Hasp’s testimony: “The deceased was examined during an
automated autopsy and accessed by the most current medical diagnostic software
at our disposal. Each particular injury was indicated with measurements including
the direction and amount of force to induce each individual broken bone, wound,
every trauma during this attack, and the estimated time it took. The victim's histamine levels indicated the effect of the shock to his system and mental stresses of
terror show up in his adrenal indicators. At one point the victim lost consciousness
as the bully's beating continued. (Your Honor, Medi-Mimic™ is able to record
those additional injuries and supplies us with the data of conditions of other victims when conscious and access the degree of pain those injuries would have induced.) Thirty hours, in a coma, after this beating the victim died.
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“This particular software develops a unique to victim sequence of events, the
degree of force and the means to induce a copy of the events in real time, from
the victim onto the attacker. Medi-Mimic™ is able to provide the correct dosage
of conscious inducing drugs so that the perpetrator will experience each injury he
induced on his victim. The lag time between blows each beating he perpetrated on
the victim would reach his conscious mind and be experienced with like degree
within his own body. The drugs keep him alert. We assume he will accept his responsibility of the attack on the other man. However we are never quite positive
of this.
“In essence, Medi-Mimic™ repeats the victims injuries on the guilty party taking approximately the same period of time as the crime took, in this particular
case until death. It is quite straight forward. The case to case portable units have
downloadable software interfacing with diagnosis and immediate specific procedures from the central office. This hardware is light of weight, exquisitely proficient in application, and the costs are effective.
“When I read to the accused, how justice would be served by the use of MediMimic™, this man's battered mouth during his police arrest made it impossible to
express his last words clearly to me. His speech garbled, his immediate response is
here recorded with my interpretation: I said as usual: ‘Let justice be administered,’
before activating the Medi-Mimic™ unit.
“He interrupted me, yelling either, ‘Wait!’ Or, ‘Hate!’ It was impossible for me
to differentiate because of his slur – also, it is impossible to corroborate what was
said without the additional expense adding audio/visual recording into the unit
while administering any protocol.

“I did say to him as I activated his unit, ‘No! All of us have run out of time.’”
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